PROLINE TUTORIAL – EUBIC WINTER SCHOOL
CONTEXT
For the purpose of this tutorial Proline Zero has been packaged with a datastore already containing
imported and processed data in order to be able to execute any section of the tutorial independently
from one another.
However steps required to construct the datastore are described in the document in the case that
you like to build it by yourself.
Note: Raw data and Mascot identification result files are also available on Proline download page. Once downloaded,
files must be copied into the mzdb_files and result_files mount points configured in Proline server. If you are running
Proline Zero, these folders are located in <Proline-Zero-Folder>/data/mzdb and <Proline-Zero-Folder>/data/mascot
respectively.

The files and data corresponds to analyses of UPS1 proteins (standard equimolar solution of 48
proteins) spiked at different concentrations in 2 μg of yeast and injected 3 times on a VELOS ETD
mass spectrometer. For more information on samples preparation and LC-MS/MS analyses, please
refer to Ramus et al., J Proteomics. 2016 Jan 30;132:51-62. doi: 10.1016/j.jprot.2015.11.011.

I/ START PROLINE ZERO
A. AUTHENTICATION
The connection window appears when Proline
starts. Fill the requested fields with the right
information depending on your installation.
Server host: address of Proline server (
localhost)
User: your login(proline)
Password: your password ( proline)
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In this tutorial we have already
created a project. Select it in the
drop-down box in the Projects pane
on the left.

II/ IMPORT FILES
A.

IMPORT OF THE

MASCOT FILE NAMED F083064.DAT

To import a file in Proline, right-click on the
project node and select Import Search
Result.

This opens the following window:
File selection: one or more files to import
Parameters
Software engine: Search engine used to generate the
file to import. It is automatically selected from
the selected file
Instrument: Mass spectrometer which allowed to
perform the analysis
Peaklist software: Software used to generate the
peaklist
Decoy: Target/Decoy strategy used during the search
Decoy Accession Regex: Regular expression enabling
target and decoy protein differentiation in a
concatenated bank
Parser Parameters
Subset Threshold: Possibility to put a filter on the
subsets (the default value is 1)
Import parameters can be saved and reused.
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Note

See Proline Help for more details on the various parameters

Select:

Action

File F083064.dat
ESI-TRAP instrument (A1=FTMS F=CID A2=TRAP)
Peaklist Software: extract_msn.exe
Decoy parameters: Concatenated Decoy with Decoy Accession Regex:
###REV###\S+
Run the import and monitor Task Log or cancel the import and use file in “All
Imported” (see description in note bellow...).
●
●
●
●

B. VIEW THE CONTENTS OF FILE F083604.DAT
In Proline, the content of a file before validation is called a Search Result. To visualize the Search
Result content, you can right-click on the icon representing the imported file
Display Search Result and PSM… In the window that appears the
decoy search result.

and then click

icon can be used to display

A default representation of the data opens but each view in Proline Studio can be customized. A
graphical representation can then be added to each tabular view of the data.

Note

If the icon representing the Search result doesn’t appear, double click on the “All
imported” icon. This will open a new panel showing all Search Results imported into
the project. An imported file can then be drag and dropped from that panel to the
project node in the identifications tree located on the left of the window.
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III/ VALIDATING THE MASCOT FILES
A. VALIDATION PARAMETERS AND RESULTS

Action

Right-click on All Imported and then D
 isplay List (or double click on All imported).
Move entries from this table to the “Identifications” tree (using drag-and-drop
functionality).
Select all files in the tree then right-click on one of them node and select Validate
Search Result. This should display the validation window as shown below.

VALIDATION CRITERIA

PSM
●
●

Prefilter(s): Allows filtering according to various
criteria (rank, length, score…)
FDR Filter: Allows filtering PSMs to obtain the
FDR requested by varying a parameter

Protein Set
●
●
●

Filter(s): Allows filtering proteins according to
various criteria (number of specific peptides…)
FDR Filter: Allows filtering proteins to get the
request FDR by varying the score
Scoring type: Method chosen to calculate
protein score

Validation parameters can be saved and reused.

Validate these files using these criteria:

Action

●
●
●
●

PSM filters: only keep pretty rank 1 PSMs
Select an FDR of 5% PSM based on the “Adjusted e-value”
Protein filters: ask for at least 1 specific peptide per protein

Select an FDR of 1% for the proteins using the scoring “Mascot modified MudPIT”
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VALIDATION RESULTS
In Proline, a validation result is called an
Identification Summary. An identification
summary can be browsed within Studio by
right clicking the dataset. Click Display
Identification Summary then PSM to
browse all target PSMs. The opened view
can be customized, for instance to add a
graphical representation of the PSM table.
To add this panel, click on the
icon in
the lower right corner to add a Graphics
panel.

Useful information about the Search Result
or the Identification Summary can also be
found in the Properties view: right click on
the dataset and click Properties. For
instance, number of validated target and
decoy PSMs, peptide level FDR, number of
validated protein sets or protein level FDR
can be found in this view.
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SEARCH FOR A VALID PROTEIN SET
Proteins sets represent the set of proteins corresponding to a validated peptide set. A protein called
typical protein is chosen to depict a protein set.
Each table provides a Search tool (Binoculars icon
) and a Filter tool (Funnel icon ). In the
protein set view, these tools will only consider the typical protein of each protein set.
Action

Note

In dataset F083064
● Search for RSSA2_YEAST
● Search for RSS*_YEAS?
Wildcards “?” and “*” are available in both tools. The interrogation mark matches for
any character once, the star character matches for zero or more characters.
Searching for “R
 SS*_YEAS?” will return all Protein Sets starting with “RSS”,
containing “_YEAS” with only one letter after it.

Even if a typical protein is selected by the algorithm, proteins matching the same set of peptides or a
subset of those peptides are shown in the protein set view. RSSA2_YEAS1 is the typical protein of a
protein set composed of 6 proteins. Three of them are sameset proteins and three are subset
proteins matching 7 peptides out of 8 peptides in the peptide set. The sameset/subset icons indicate
that RSSA2_YEAST is a sameset protein but not the typical one.
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B. TYPICAL PROTEIN CHOICE
The typical protein can be chosen using
parsing rules. These rules can be set
during the validation step, or afterwards
(right-click on the Result File, then Change
Typical Protein…).
For example, Swissprot proteins can be
favoured in a mixed protein bank. In our
case, we want YEAST protein will be
favoured.

Action

Change typical proteins to favor YEAST labeled ones
Reload the Protein Set view
Search for RSSA2_YEAST again

C. ANNOTATE SPECTRUM AND GENERATE FRAGMENTATION TABLE
To get an annotated spectrum and the associated theoretical fragmentation table, Spectrum Matches
have to be generated. This can be done in two ways:
For each spectrum by clicking
on the icon on the left
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Or on the whole set of valid
spectra

IV/ MERGE RESULT FILES
A. MERGE VALIDATED FILES
CREATE A DATASET
To create a dataset in Proline, right click
on Identification and select Add Dataset
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This open the following window:

Action

Trick

Name the dataset « Validate then merge »

The box « Create Multiple Datasets » allows to create a series of datasets in one click

MERGE THE VALIDATED FILES

Action

Select the datasets F083064, F083066 and F083067 that were validated previously
then drag-and-drop them in the created dataset.
To merge files, right click on the dataset and select Merge Datasets/Aggregation.

Note: After merging, the
dataset can be filtered
but not revalidated.
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VIEW THE RESULTS
The result of a merge can be seen the same way as the files that make it up.

V/ COMPARE SAMPLES BY SPECTRAL COUNTING
A. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
In this tutorial, all sample mascot files already imported and available in the “All Imported” menu will
be used. This dataset contains the triplicate MS analysis of two samples of 2 μg yeast cell lysate
spiked respectively with 100fmol and 10fmol of UPS1.
You will find, in your Proline_project, a hierarchical tree containing the six results files already
validated and merged looking like this, so you can jump directly to section B. RUN SPECTRAL COUNTING.

But if you have time later, you can practice to build it yourself using the following parameters.

Action

Reproduce the following experimental design
● Create all datasets
● Import of the missing Mascot files (see Proline Basics tutorial)
● If necessary, rename the files according to the Search Result Name to
reproduce the experimental design below:
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Note

Files and datasets can be renamed manually. Files can also be renamed
automatically by retrieving the Search Result name for example

Comparison 100 vs 10 1% is a merge of identification summaries, validated with the following
parameters : 1% PSM (based on score) and rank = 1. The top level dataset (“Comparison 100 vs 10 1%) has been filtered to retain only protein sets with at least 1 specific peptide.

Action

Validate the six search results using the described parameters.
Merge the resulting identification summary at intermediate and top level of the
dataset hierarchy.
Filter the top level identification summary to retain only protein sets with at least
1 specific peptide.

B. RUN SPECTRAL COUNTING

So far, SC process can only be launched from a validated dataset. To run SC in order to compare
multiple datasets, you should have a parent dataset containing child validated datasets (which may
be also merged datasets or identification datasets).
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To execute SC comparison, right-click on
merged dataset and select Compare with
SC.

The opened dialog allows you to specify a name and a description for the comparison. On the second
dialog box, Step 2, select the dataset on which you would like to perform the Spectral Count (in our
case, we would like to compute the SC value for each of the six datasets) and finally choose the
dataset where shared peptides spectral count weights will be calculated (in our case, the top level
dataset).
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C. COMPUTED VALUES

The algorithm implemented in Proline compute three different spectral count values :
1/ Basic SC : is the total number of MS/MS
validated peptide spectrum match (PSM) of all
peptides matching the considered protein set.
2/ Specific SC : Is the total number of validated
PSM of peptides that are specific to the
considered protein set. Shared peptides
(peptides shared by different protein sets) are
excluded from the count. The peptide specificity
is calculated from the top level identification
summary to ensure that the uniqueness of the
protein set the peptide belongs to is not
modified by an additional peptide identification
from another result summary.
3/ Weighted SC : is based on all identified
peptides, but taking into account that spectral
count of shared peptides must be apportioned
to reflect the contribution of each protein set.
The weight of these respective contributions is
based on the number of specific peptides of
each considered protein set at the top level
identification summary.

D. RESULT VISUALIZATION
Once finished, a new dataset appears in the “Quantitations” panel (lower part of the left
window). To visualize SC results, right-click on this dataset and select Display Abundances then
Proteins Sets.
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Note

Every table in Proline can be customized by clicking on the
visible and invisible columns.

icon to select

Statistical analysis on Spectral Count results will be described in the Section IX on Data Analyzer.

VI/ EXPORT RESULTS
Proline proposes many ways to export data:
A global one is available after
validation.
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Each table can be exported,
either with the button on the
top of the table either by
copying and pasting table row.

Each graphic element (spectra,
histogram) can be exported as a
picture. The export types
proposed by Proline are
PNG (standard
one)
and
SVG (Vectorial picture).

Trick

The global export generates an Excel file that represents an Identification Summary.
It includes generation file parameters, validation criteria and the results at PSM,
peptidic, protein and protein set levels.
Proline Help describes all these options.

Select the last dataset you have created
Action

●
●
●

Export only Decoy PSM before validation
Export an annotated spectrum
Export the complete validated results for this dataset
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VII/ QUANTIFY
We will now run a “relative” quantitation based on the peptidic intensity (XIC) on the same datasets
hierarchy than the one used for Spectral Counting.
A.

QUANTITATION EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Right click on the Quantitation item. A popup
menu displaying « Extract Abundances » is
shown

Click on this menu to display this window:

Tip

If you drag a dataset and drop a dataset on the XIC node, the groups and samples
nodes will be automatically generated, depending on the “group-biological
replicate-technical replicate” sub tree.

Action

Drag and drop the two datasets “100 fmol” and “10 fmol” to create 2 conditions
with, for each condition, 3 technical replicates by biological replicate. (see result
bellow)
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To run a XIC quantitation, Proline needs access to RAW files to link them to identification results. Raw
files are converted by external software into mzDB files, which have an internal structure
dramatically improving the reading and extraction of the data they contain. These mzDB files are
then automatically imported into Proline. They have been converted and registered using the
raw2mzDb converter in command line or through MS-Angel software.
Proline tries to find in the database the mzDB file. If no file is found, i.e. the RAW/mzDB file hasn’t
been previously registered, the row appears in red. In this case, manually select the mzdb file, by
browsing it in the dedicated directory and drag and drop it on the corresponding row.

Tip

Drag the mzDB file matching the missing RAW file and drop it in the drop zone. The
link between the identification result (DAT file for Mascot) and the mzDB file will be
automatically built.
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Action

B.

Make sure the identifications are correctly linked to RAW files:
● F083064 - OEMMA121101_36b.mzdb
● F083066 - OEMMA121101_38b.mzdb
● F083067 - OEMMA121101_40b.mzdb
● F083068 - OEMMA121101_61b.mzdb
● F083069 - OEMMA121101_63b.mzdb
● F083070 - OEMMA121101_65b.mzdb

QUANTIFICATION PARAMETERS

Action

Run quantitation using recommended values for this tutorial. Theses parameters
values are shown in following screenshots.
Click OK to launch the quantification once corrects parameters are set.

Not all of the XIC parameters are displayed at first. To access a complete set of parameters by clicking
on the “Advanced Parameters”.
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Moz tolerance: the error tolerance on m/z between the precursor ion and the peaks extracted in the
mzDB file.
Clustering
Extracted elution peaks are clustered as soon as they are matched to the same identified ion and
according to the following parameters.

moz tolerance - time tolerance : error
tolerance applied to cluster detected
features.
time computation : calculation method to be
used to determine the elution time of created
clusters (elution time of the most abundant
feature or median of elution times)
intensity computation : calculation method
to determine the intensity value of created
clusters (most intense item of the cluster or
sum)

Alignment parameters
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Map Alignment: You have the choice between 2 alignment methods
Iterative: for the iterative algorithm, a reference map is first chosen randomly, then every
other map is aligned against the reference and the algorithm computes the distance for
each pair of maps. The map that has the shortest distance becomes the reference map.
The 2 previous steps are re-iterated until either the reference map stays the same
between two iterations or the maximum number of iterations is reached.
Exhaustive: the comprehensive algorithm computes the distance between maps for each
possible pair of maps and selects the map with the lowest sum of distances to be the
reference map. Then all other maps are aligned to this computed reference map and
their retention times are corrected.
Maximum number of iterations: this option is available only for the iterative method. This is
a stop condition of this algorithm. When the algorithm has reached its maximum number
of iterations, it stops.
Smoothing:
When the alignment is done, a trend can be extracted with a smoothing method permitting the
correction of the aligned map retention time.
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method: you have the choice between three smoothing methods, Loess, time window or
landmark range.
Number of landmarks/time interval:
- If the selected smoothing method is landmark range, the retention times in the aligned map are
adjusted using the median computed on a sliding window whose size is determined by the
number of landmarks it must contain. This is set up with the parameter number of landmarks.
The smoothing method is applied considering the number of landmarks present in the window,
and computes the median point for this window.
- If the selected smoothing method is set to time window, the retention times in the aligned map
are adjusted using the median in a time window. You have to provide the fixed time interval. This
time interval corresponds to the window size in which time median will be computed.

Minimum number of landmarks in window: this option is only available for time window
smoothing method. This allows you to specify the minimum number of landmarks a window
must contain to compute a median on it; it is not significant to compute a median on less
landmarks.
Sliding window overlap: overlap is used to compute the step to move the smoothing window
forward to calculate a smoothing point for this new smoothing window. This parameter gives
the percentage of overlapping between two consecutive windows. For example, if the
window size is 200 (seconds or landmarks depending on which smoothing method is
selected) and overlap is 20%, the step forward is 200*((100-20)/100) = 160 seconds or
landmarks, i.e. the smoothing window is moved forward by a step of 160, so two successive
windows overlaps each other by a step of 40 seconds or landmarks corresponding to 20% of
200.
Feature Mapping

method: controls how feature mapping will be performed: by matching feature coordinates (mz,
rt) or by using peptide identity associated with identified and quantified features.
Moz tolerance (ppm) -time tolerance : mass and time tolerance used to match features
coordinates (only used if method is set to feature coordinates, ignored if the method is based on
peptide identity).
Normalization
During this step, map intensities could be normalized using three different methods :
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Intensity sum : compute feature intensities sums for
each map, set the reference map to the median
map, normalization factor for map M = intensities
sum of reference map / intensities sum of map M
Median intensity: compute median intensity for
each map, set the reference map to median map,
normalization factor for map M = reference map
median intensity / map M median intensity
Median ratio: compute sum of feature intensities
for each map of the map set and sort maps by
computed intensities. The map ranking nearest from
the median is taken as the reference map. Then for
each master map feature, compute ratio as
reference map feature intensity / feature intensity
for the considered map. The normalization factor
corresponds to the median of the computed ratios

Master Map:
This step consists in creating the “master map” (also called consensus map). This map results in the
superimposition of all compared maps.

Cross Assign feature within group only: if checked, cross
assignment will be performed only between technical
replicates belonging to the same group.
Retain only reliable cross assigned features: if checked,
features found by cross assignment will be assessed by
checking monoisotopic mass and charge state.
Feature filter : optional parameter to filter detected
features. This option can be useful to ignore features of
low intensity.
Feature Mapping
moz tolerance (ppm)/ time tolerance : error
tolerance used to match features between maps.
This procedure is also known as “match between
runs” or “cross assignment” in other quantification
software.
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VIII/ QUANTIFICATION RESULTS
The quantification results section includes separate views, some providing general information about
the analysis, and some giving several levels of information about the results: the « Protein Set » level,
the « Protein Match » level, and the peptidic and ionic levels.
Right-click on the quantification to display this menu:
●

●
●

●
●
●

●

●
●

Display Abundances → Peptide Ion/ Peptides/
Proteins Sets: visualize the ions intensity (with
redundancy on the charge), the peptides intensity
and the protein abundance.
Display Identification summary: same as for the
identifications.
Display Exp.Design : visualize the parameters that
were used to realize the quantification
(experimental design - parameters)
Rename
Delete
Refine Protein Sets Abundances: post-process the
data (performs statistics). Also known as Profilizer,
this will be further detailed.
Clone & Extract Abundances: re-launch the
quantification on this dataset with updated
quantification parameters.
Generate Spectrum Matches/ Retrieve Protein
Sequences: same as for the identifications.
Export : Excel format or list of spectra (list of
transitions)

A. REFINE QUANTIFICATION RESULTS
Quantification results can be refined by applying some post-processing operations: peptide filters,
intensity normalization, protein intensities summarization, etc...

Action

Launch the Refine Protein Sets Abundances with the parameter Apply Normalization
set to true and the Abundance Summarizer Method set to Sum (see screenshot on
next page).
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B. VISUALIZE THE PROTEINS AND PEPTIDES IN THE SOFTWARE INTERFACE

Action

Use the Display Abundances menu to display the quantified proteins and peptides
tables.

Action

Select the yeast proteins and the UPS1 proteins showing a variation between the
two conditions 100 fmol and 10 fmol.
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Example 1: quantified peptides of protein TRFL_HUMAN and XIC visualization of peptide EDAIWNLLR.

Example 2: quantified peptides of protein ANXA5_HUMAN and XIC visualization of peptide GLGTDEESILTLLTSR.
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Example: peptidic view (top) with the table of the peptide ions (bottom) associated with the selected peptide:

Each column can be sorted. The tables can be exported to XLS (Excel) or TSV files.
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C. EXPORT THE QUANTIFICATION RESULTS
The export of the quantification includes separate tabs, some providing general information about
the analysis, and some giving several levels of information about the results: the « Protein Set » level,
the « Protein Match » level, and the peptidic and ionic levels.

Action

Tip

Export the quantification results in an .xlsx file on the PC desktop; make sure the
Protein sets tab is checked if it isn’t by default.

In the export configuration tabs, you will find 2 values for the abundance,
depending on the profilizer setup: the raw abundance the modified abundance
(named only ‘abundance’).

IX/ STATISTICAL ANALYSIS & DATA ANALYZER
A. INTRODUCTION TO THE DATA ANALYZER TOOL
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The Data Analyzer tool can run a number of computation methods on several kind of data. Every
view of any Search Result and Identification Summary proposes a button “Add data to Data
Analyzer…
 ” which will open the Data Analyzer window. There you can run a series of functions on
any column; join or compare two tables and calculate statistics. Some of these statistical functions
will be further developed in the following sections.
The data analyzer tool can also be used without loading any data from proline. Indeed tabulated data
contained in a text file can be imported to be used by the Data Analyzer.

Windows currently open in Proline Studio can be used in the data analyzer, they appears under the
Data Windows node in the hierarchical tree on the left side. Available operations are grouped into
thematic areas: the Table group brings together operations that can be applied to a whole table or
on cell values (import text files, filter lines or columns, log-transform values, compare or join tables,
etc). the Statistics group brings together statistical functions. Finally data can be graphically
represented.

B. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SPECTRAL COUNTING RESULTS
In this section, we will perform the statistical beta binomial test 1 on the weighted spectral count
data and display the test results.
(1) Pham, T. V., Piersma, S. R., Warmoes, M., and Jimenez, C. R. (2010) On the beta-binomial model for analysis of
spectral count data in label-free tandem mass spectrometry-based proteomics. Bioinformatics 26, 363–369
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●
●
Action

●
●

●
Action

Open Display Abundances then Proteins Sets and click on
The DataAnalyser window opens and a box indicating “<dataset_name>
Quanti Protein Sets” appears on the right side of the window.
Add the “SC Differential Analysis” function to the workflow (drag & drop or
double click the function) and connect the two boxes.
Run the statistical function, select the “Weighted SC” columns belonging to
each group to be compared.

To easily identify proteins of interest, add a column to the table using the «
Expression Builder »: proteins with log ratio <= -2 or >= 2 and pvalue <0.01
(use abs() function as shown in the screenshot below)
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●
Action

Visualize results as a Volcano plot: add a graphical view to the newly
computed table, select scatter plot and choose log Ratio as x axis and
-log10(bbinomial pvalue) as y axis.

Action

In the table, select rows (protein sets) with a non null value in the column that have
been added with the « Expression Builder » and visualize those protein sets in the
scatter plot.
In Proline, selection can be “transferred” from a view to another view by using the

Note

icon. In the plot, right click on the selected points and create a group containing
these points.

Bravo ! 49 proteins proteins have been identified as differentially expressed by the spectral counting
approach and the beta binomial statistical test. Among this 49 proteins, 43 proteins out of the 48
UPS1.
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C. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF XIC QUANTIFICATION
We will now build a workflow to perform a differential analysis of the quantified proteins. In this
workflow, only protein sets quantified in each replicates will be considered and Welch t-test for the
differential significance test.

Action

Build the workflow starting from the protein sets abundances table and drag and
drop the following functions:
● Missing Values Filter
● Log2 transform
● XIC Differential Analysis

Functions in the data analyzer often requires to set some parameter values: name of the column to
transform, groups/conditions definition, thresholds …

Action

Use the following parameter values
● Missing values filter: whole groups → 6
● Log2: select the Abundance columns
● Statistical test: Welch
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From the output of the statistical test, the resulting data can be visualized as a volcano plot:

Display the output table (clic
the following list of columns:

) then filter (clic

) columns to keep only

Action

●

●

To create a volcano plot select log(Ratio) and –log10(PValue) as X and Y
axis of the scatter plot.
Select « HUMAN » proteins from the table and visualize that proteins into
the graphical representation. Right-click the selected points and create a
new visual group (add group menu)
Select in the graphical plot the 2 YEAST proteins that are differentially
expressed and create a new group. Limit the list of proteins in the table to
these two proteins.
Displayed the quantified peptides of these proteins.

●

The

●

Use “import selection from previous view”

●
Action
●

Note

button can be used to add a new view in a window.

previous view”

and “export selection to

buttons to send selection in the view above or below.

Quantified proteins declared as differential could be examined in detail. Manual curation is allowed
in Proline by deselecting suspicious quantified peptides.
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The design of workflows could be simplified by using a macro based on the functions implemented
into the Prostar/DAPAR R package version 1.8.7. This macro consists in functions to filter columns
and proteins (based on the number of missing values), normalize, impute missing values, apply
statistical test and pvalue correction methods. ProStar is also available as a shiny application
available at http://www.prostar-proteomics.org and this online version is updated along with the
update of the Bioconductor release.

X/ TO GO FURTHER

A. QUALITY CONTROL
Quality control enables a
transversal view on a Search
Result. Rather than visualising
the results per PSM or Proteins,
results are sorted according to
ranges of score, M/z, charge
state, target or decoy…
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B. OTHER FUNCTIONS OF PROLINE STUDIO
UNIPROT LINK
An icon enables direct link to Uniprot
website. This icon is available in protein
lists.

EXPORT A SPECTRUM LIBRARY
A list of validated and annotated
spectra can be exported to build a
spectrum library that can be used in
Skyline software for example.
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Note

You should have run the “Generate Spectrum Matches” on the selected dataset
before exporting to spectrum library. Otherwise an error may occur.

CUSTOM VIEWS
A view can be designed to suit
user needs. Each window is
composed of several panes
that can be expanded, moved
or suppressed.

Saved views can be opened just
like any other views : right-click
on your Result File and select
either
Search
Result
or
Identification Summary. You can
also create a new view from
scratch and select which pane
should compose it.

Create a new view reproducing the Search Result PSM view, but using the
Identification Summary instead. This view should contain:
Action

●
●

The list of validated PSMs on top
In the middle pane: the spectrum, spectrum error, fragmentation table and
spectrum values
● The corresponding proteins
Save this view
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C. EXPORT TO PRIDE REPOSITORY

Proline export allows you to deposit your
validated DDA Proteomics Data to the
ProteomeXchange Repository as a complete
submission data 1,2,3
 .

(1) Martens, L.; Hermjakob, H.; Jones, P.; Adamski, M.;
Taylor, C.; States, D.; Gevaert, K.; Vandekerckhove, J.;
Apweiler, R. PRIDE: the proteomics identifications
database. Proteomics 2005, 5 (13), 3537−3545.
(2) Ternent, T.; Csordas, A.; Qi, D.; Gómez-Baena, G.;
Beynon, R. J.; Jones, A. R.; Hermjakob, H.; Vizcaíno, J. A.
How to submit MS proteomics data to ProteomeXchange
via the PRIDE database. Proteomics 2014, 14 (20),
2233−2241.
(3) Vizcaíno, J. A.; Csordas, A.; Del-Toro, N.; Dianes, J. A.;
Griss, J.; Lavidas, I.; Mayer, G.; Perez-Riverol, Y.; Reisinger,
F.; Ternent, T.; et al. 2016 update of the PRIDE database
and its related tools. Nucleic Acids Res. 2016, 44 (D1),
D447−D456.

D. CREATE A NEW PROJECT
To create a new project in Proline, click on the
green cross icon in the Projects pane on the left.

This opens the following window:

In Proline Server mode, a project can be shared
with other users. To do so, choose the user in
the project edition window. The project will then
be visible for these users with restricted rights.
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Action

Give a name and a description for the project and confirm
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